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Promoting Energy Efficiency Information and Sustainable Awareness for Community Organisations and Small
and Medium Enterprises in Western Sydney
AIR CONDITIONING
ENERGY SAVING TIPS
FOR SUMMER

Set your air-conditioner
to 24 - 27°C in summer and to
18 - 20°C in winter. For every
degree the set temperature is
raised in summer and lowered in winter, up to 10% of
the energy consumed by the
appliance will be saved.

Turn ceiling fans on
whenever air conditioners are
on. In summer, ceiling fans
allow the air conditioning system to operate at a higher
thermostat setting and a lower fan speed, which saves energy. The amount of energy
used by the ceiling fans is less
than the energy saved in the
air-conditioner, which means
less energy is consumed overall. The fans can be reversed
in winter for a similar effect.
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Community Migrant Resource Centre (formerly The Hills Holroyd Parramatta Migrant Resource Centre) is inviting Community Organisations and
Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in Western Sydney to participate in the 3E Energy Efficiency Community Forum and Workshops.
During his announcement on the release of the Energy Efficiency Information Grants Program, the Minister for Climate Change and Energy Efficiency, Greg Combet, said, "Small and medium businesses and community
groups are under a lot of time pressure. As a result, they often don't have
the time, resources or information to find out how to save money by improving energy efficiency."
The 3E Project commenced implementation with an
aim to empower local businesses and community organisations to make informed decisions on energy efficiency. Reliable information is disseminated through
workshops, energy assessments, and website resources in multi-lingual
languages to help community organisations and SMEs save power and
reduce carbon emission.
Uma Menon, Project Coordinator of the 3E (Enable Energy Efficiency)
Project coordinates the delivery of a series workshops and energy assessments to enable local businesses and community organization to learn
new skills and become aware of energy reduction measures. “These target
groups will notice a significant reduction in their energy consumption after implementing measures recommended to them” ,said Uma Menon. A
series of free workshops on Information and Sustainable Awareness and
Energy Management Skills Workshops for Focal Point Managers are conducted throughout Western Sydney. A community forum will be held in
May bringing key stakeholders to discuss energy efficiency and what it
means to business, community and the Planet.
Register with the 3E Team to receive free training opportunities, request
for a free energy audit and notice of forthcoming events.
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3E PROJECT COMMENCES ENERGY EFFICIENCY INFORMATION WORKSHOPS
The 3E Project’s Energy Efficiency
and Sustainable Awareness Workshops started in November 2012.

The Community Migrant
Resource Centre, formerly
known as the Hills Holroyd
Parramatta Migrant Resource Centre is a community based, non-profit organisation established to
promote the well being of
migrants, refugees and humanitarian entrants. The
Community MRC delivers
projects on social enterprises, leadership, capacity
building, advocacy on topical issues, education,
health and livelihood skills.

The 2-hour workshops provide
participants with information on
topics such as climate change,
where our energy comes from, alternative sources of energy and
practical measures one can take at
the workplace in implementing
energy efficient strategies to reduce carbon emission, energy bills
and to save power.
For those who are interested in gaining further skills in energy management, the 3E
Project also offers a comprehensive 2-day energy management skills training workshop.
This workshop focuses on analysing and identifying energy use in the workplace to determine strategies to reduce energy costs.
Workshops are conducted in community languages. Tamil and Chinese workshops have
commenced and an Arabic Workshop is scheduled for the 12th of March in Bankstown.
If you would like to register for one of the 3E Workshops or if you would like for the 3E
Team to conduct an onsite workshop for your staff, please contact the 3E Team.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY RESOURCES FOR BUSINESSES
Address:

Energy Star Ratings

Level 4/1 Horwood Place
Parramatta NSW 2150
PO Box 1801, Parramatta
NSW 2124

Energy Star is a simple energy efficiency rating system. Energy Star shows the
relative energy efficiency of appliances and products in all sectors, including
commercial and industrial. This website allows you to compare the energy efficiency of a
range of electrical appliances that carry an energy star label.
http://reg.energyrating.gov.au/comparator/product_types/
Power Saving Tips for Business

3E One-Stop-Shop
1 Horwood Place
Parramatta NSW 2150

Email:info@3eproject.org.au

A NSW Government website showing a range of actions any workplace and
business can implement to reduce power costs, save money and become more
energy efficient. View case studies of other businesses reducing their power use,
and gain ideas for your own business.
http://www.savepower.nsw.gov.au/business/power-saving-tips/how-to-savepower.aspx
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DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
VISITS THE 3E PROJECT
The 3E Team welcomed the arrival of Director Mark Davis and
Assistant Director Mainul Haque from the Department of Climate
Change and Energy Efficiency (DCCEE).
The Directors met with 3E Project participants, conducted site
visits to local businesses. Prakash Shah, the owner of the Blackforest Bakery took the opportunity to discuss energy efficiency
strategies related to baking practices and equipment efficiencies
that he learnt from the 3E workshops.
The Directors met with the 3E Team at the 3E one-stop-shop
where energy efficiency appliances and information are displayed
for the public.
The 3E Project is managed by Project Coordinator Uma Menon,
Energy Field Officers Arun Sharma, Mani Ramasamy and Yuling
Du, Marketing and Communication Officer Francois Prime and
Project Support Officer Jayshree Pather.

PROMOTING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Australia can use energy more efficiently. This means
considering in the first place whether we can conserve
our use of energy; then it means taking steps to avoid
waste when we do use energy; and finally, it means being
smarter – working out how to get the same outcomes
while using less energy to achieve them.
Increased energy efficiency has multiple benefits:





lowering carbon pollution
improving energy security, and
helping households and businesses cope with rising
energy prices.

Reducing the amount of energy we use is a quick, simple
and cost-effective way to reduce Australia's greenhouse
gas emissions
.
Source:http://www.climatechange.gov.au/government/reduce/energy-efficiency.aspx
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3E WORKSHOP FACILITATORS

The workshops organised by the 3E Project are facilitated by experienced trainers from Steplight Pty Ltd. Steplight assists communities in reducing their ecological footprint by the means of
sustainability assessments, energy assessments and sustainability
workshops.
Steplight trainers have extensive experience in delivering workshops and training programs for a range of individuals and organisations. Previous Steplight clients consist of individual participants, local government, energy utilities, private businesses
and training organisations.
Facilitated by Steplight trainer Ian Moxon, workshops are held
throughout Western Sydney. Ian has been an advocate of sustainability for over fifteen years and is focused on practical action. Ian designed and built a fully off-grid (electricity, water
and sewer) solar-powered home, in which he currently lives with his family.

BENEFITS OF THE 3E PROJECT
 Professional advice for your business/ organisation on energy information and government grants


Save $$$ on your energy bill



FREE energy efficiency training for you and your staff



Flexible one-to-one service at your time and location



Reduce your carbon footprint



Information provided in various community languages.



Increase your business profile



Subscribe to the 3E Newsletter

This activity received funding from the Australian Government Department of Climate Change
and Energy Efficiency as part of the Energy Efficiency Information Grants Program.
The views expressed herein are not necessarily the views of the Commonwealth of Australia, and
the Commonwealth does not accept responsibility of any information or advice contained herein.
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Like us on Facebook

Follow us on Twitter

Connect us on LinkedIn

